Probabilistic generation of entanglement in optical cavities by Sørensen, A S & Mølmer, K













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2cavity transmits the eld with certainty if both atoms
are in this state. If a photon is detected in a^
out
the j00i
component of the state (1) is projected out, and if  1
we are left with a good approximation of the maximally
entangled state j	
EPR
i = (j01i+ j10i)=
p
2.
Taking into account realistic imperfections such as
spontaneous emission and imperfect detectors, we cal-
culate the success probability P
s





i, where  is the density matrix for the
atoms. To calculate these quantities we rst calculate
the transmission properties of the cavity by assuming
that the strength of the eld is below saturation, and
we then discuss the eect of photo detection.
In the rotating frame with respect to the cavity fre-
quency, the interaction of the atoms with the cavity eld


















where Æ is the detuning of the cavity from the atomic
resonance, and where the sum is over all atoms in the
cavity. To describe the eect of spontaneous emission we






for each of the atoms. It is convenient to adopt dierent
normalization conditions for the free elds and for the
eld in the cavity. In the cavity we normalize c^ to the
number of photons whereas the free elds are normalized
to the ux of photons, i.e., the commutation relations
are [c^(t); c^(t)
y








] = Æ(t   t
0
)
and similarly for the other free elds. Taking the Fourier

















































































































is the vacuum noise





. Since the atoms cannot decay out of the
fjei; j1ig subspace the projectors P
k
are independent of






(t = 0)Æ(!), where
we have used that at t = 0 all atoms are in the ground
states.
To solve the Eqs. (3) we assume that the light intensity
is so low that at most a single photon is in the cavity at a
time. In this limit the equations of motion becomes linear
and we can nd the Fourier transforms of the elds by
solving simple linear equations. If we neglect all terms
involving more than a single c^ operator we can omit the
integral in Eq. (3c) when we insert it into Eq. (3b), and by
































































c^ we calculate R(!) and T (!); the
reection and transmission probabilities for incident light
at a frequency !. Here we shall only need the expressions
for R and T in the situation where the light is resonant
with the cavity, the cavity mode is resonant with the













































Note that R and T depend on
^
N , the total number of








We assume that the transition between j1i and jei is a
closed optical transition so that the atoms always end up
in the state j1i after a decay and the diagonal density ma-
trix elements are therefore unaected by the interaction
with the cavity eld. The o-diagonal density matrix ele-
ments, however, decay due to spontaneous emission from
the atoms. From the Hamiltonian (2) and the relaxations


































To solve the Eqs. (6), we integrate Eq. (6b) with respect
to time and substitute it for j0ihej
k
in Eq. (6a) (being
careful to keep the normal ordering). Assuming that
j0ih1j
k
does not change on a time scale 1= and intro-
ducing the Fourier transform of the cavity eld we nd
j0ih1j
k
















where : : denotes normal ordering, and where we have






the quality of the produced entangled state for a pair of








j for the two
atoms. By using Eq. (7) and the relation between c^ and
3a^
in



























(!) is the probability that an
incident photon with frequency ! leads to a spontaneous
emission from an atomic state with
^
N = 1. Since only








given by Eq. (5) suÆces to compute the
coherence.
The above expressions completely describe the evolu-
tion of the atoms and elds during the scattering of the
light on the cavity, and we now turn to the analysis of
the photo detection. According to the standard theory
of photo detection the probability to detect m photons
and the density matrix conditioned on the detection are





































where  is the detector eÆciency. ( also accounts for
losses between the cavity and the detector, e.g., mirror
loss at the output mirror). We shall consider two dier-
ent types of input elds. First, we consider the idealized
situation where the input eld is a Fock state containing
a single photon, and later we turn to the more realis-
tic situation where the input eld is in a coherent state.
With a single incoming photon and an atomic state de-
scribed by Eq. (1) the probability to detect the photon






























are the reection probabilities (5a).
As a measure of the quality of the produced entan-







=2 + Re(), where p
1;c
is the probability to have one
atom in state j1i conditioned on the detection of a pho-
ton. With a Fock state as input Re() = p
1;c
=2 because
there can not have been spontaneous emission when the
photon is detected by the detector (this can also be seen
from the normal ordered products in Eqs. (8) and (9b)),
and conditioned on the detection of a photon the delity















In Fig. 2 we show the success probability P
s
in Eq. (10)
as a function of g
2
= for  = 1 with xed values of the
delity F = 0:8, 0:9, and 0:99. With non-ideal detector
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FIG. 2: Success probability with a Fock state as input. Full
lines assume a single detection, the dashed line is for double
detection. Starting from above the full lines have the delities
F = 0:8, 0:9 and 0:99. Within the present model the delity of
the dashed line is unity. The probabilities assume a detector
eÆciency of unity. With non-ideal detectors the full (dashed)
lines should be multiplied by  (
2
).
If a high delity of the entangled state is required
(F  1) the success probability becomes very low, and
it is advantageous to use a double detection scheme in
which we prepare the atoms in the initial state (1) with
 = =4 (p
1;i
= 1=2). If we detect a photon we inter-
change the states j0i and j1i in both atoms and we probe
the transmission of the cavity once more. If another pho-
ton is detected we have excluded both the j00i and j11i
components of Eq. (1) and we are left with an entangled
state with a delity F = 1. The success probability for







=2 is also plotted in Fig.
2 (with  = 1).
It should be noted that imperfections such as absorp-
tion in the mirrors or a mismatch between the incident
eld and the cavity mode, may cause reection of pho-
tons which will be mistaken for successful generation of
the entangled state. If the imperfections cause a fraction
f of the incident photons to be reected, the state condi-
tioned on the two-photon detection will have its delity
reduced by the ratio between the two-count probability












small values of f the delity is also reduced by a small
amount, i.e., for g
2
= = 1 we get F = 0:98 (0.85) for
f = 1% (10%).
The photon number states are hard to produce exper-
imentally, and we shall now investigate the more realis-
tic situation where the incoming light is in a coherent
state. With coherent light there is a probability to have
more than one photon in the pulse, and thus a probabil-
ity that the atoms have spontaneously emitted a photon
when we detect a photon in the detector. We assume that
the atoms are initially prepared in the state (1) and we
then continuously monitor the reection from the cavity
with a continuous source of coherent light in the incoming
4mode. If we have a click in the detector the experiment
is successful and we block the light to avoid spontaneous
emission. If we have not registered a click in the detec-
tor after a certain mean photon number n
max
have been
shined onto the cavity, the protocol is unsuccessful and
we have to restart the experiment.
Suppose that the rst click is observed after a mean
photon number n. Conditioned on this event the proba-





























According to Eq. (8) the atomic coherence is reduced by
the factor e
 n
after the interaction with a coherent state













By averaging this expression with the probability dis-






































































For a given cavity the delity and the success proba-
bility depend on two parameters, the preparation angle 
and the maximummean photon number after which the
preparation is restarted n
max
. We have numerically op-
timized the success probability with a xed delity. The
optimal probability for F = 0:9 is shown with full curves
in Fig. 3. The upper (lower) full curve is for a detec-
tor eÆciency  = 1 ( = 0:5). The preparation angle 
varies between 0.2 and 0.4 over the range of the gure,
and n
max
is on the order of unity for g
2
=  1 (to be






Like for Fock states, it is an advantage to use a double
detection scheme for high delities and/or good cavities.
Again we prepare the atoms in the initial state (1) with





have been sent in, we interchange
the states j0i and j1i and wait for a second click. The
scheme is successful if a second photon is detected after





onto the cavity. We nd that the optimal strategy is to
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FIG. 3: Success probability for F  0:9 with coherent light
as an input. Full lines assume a single detection, and dashed
lines are for double detection. The upper (lower) curves are
for a detector eÆciency  = 1 ( = 0:5).





















In Fig. 3 the dashed curves show the success probability
P
s
for the double detection when we require F  0:9 (for
the at part of the curves F is actually larger than 0.9).
In conclusion we have proposed a realistic scheme for
entanglement of atoms inside an optical cavity. The
proposed scheme does not require the cavity to be in
the strong coupling regime g
2
=  1 and high qual-
ity entangled pairs can be produced for cavities with
g
2
=  1. The entanglement protocol has a nite suc-
cess probability, and hence one can with certainty pro-
duce the entangled state by simply trying suÆciently
many times. This implies that we can carry out quan-
tum gates by using the entanglement as a channel for
teleportation of the qubit contents which we assume to
be stored in other quantum mechanical degrees of free-
dom, e.g., another ion in an ion trap.
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] = 1 which is dierent from
the normalization used so far. To apply Eqs. (9) a^
out
(!)
should be integrated over a suitable modefunction, but
this is of minor importance as long as the mode is narrow.
